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Abstract 
The Recursive Deterministic Perceptron (RDP) feedforward multilayer neural network is a 
generalization of the single layer perceptron topology (SLPT). This new model is capable of solving 
any two-class classification problem, as opposed to the single layer perceptron which can only solve 
classification problems dealing with linearly separable (LS) sets (two subsets X and Y of Rd are said 
to be linearly separable if there exists a hyperplane such that the elements of X and Y lie on the two 
opposite sides of Rd delimited by this hyperplane). For all classification problems, the construction 
of an RDP is done automatically and thus, the convergence to a solution is always guaranteed. We 
propose three growing methods for constructing an RDP neural network. These methods perform, 
respectively, batch, incremental, and modular learning. We also show how the knowledge mbedded 
in an RDP neural network model can always be expressed, transparently, as a finite union of open 
polytopes. The combination of the decision region of RDP models, by using boolean operations, is 
also discussed. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Batch learning; Boolean operations; Growing methods; Incremental learning; Knowledge extraction; 
Linear separability; Modular learning; Recursive Deterministic Perceptron 
1. Introduction 
One of the biggest limitations of the single layer perceptron topology (SLPT), introduced 
by Rosenblatt [20], is its inability to handle classification problems dealing with non- 
linearly separable (NLS) sets. The Recursive Deterministic Perceptron feedforward neural 
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network [7,22] is a multilayer generalization of this topology, which allows to always solve 
any two-class classification problem (even if the two classes are NLS). 
The idea behind the construction of an RDP is to augment the affine dimension of the 
input vectors, by adding to these vectors the outputs of a sequence of intermediate neurons 
as new components. Each intermediate neuron (IN) corresponds to an SLPT. This allows 
for additional degrees of liberty for transforming the original NLS problem into an LS one 
(two subsets X and Y of I@ are said to be linearly separable if there exists a hyperplane 
such that the elements of X and Y lie on the two opposite sides of l!Zd delimited by this 
hyperplane). These INS are added progressively, one at each time step. The algorithm stops 
when the two classes become LS. 
We propose three growing algorithms for constructing an RDP neural network which 
perform, respectively, batch, incremental, and modular learning. These algorithms produce 
a multilayer topology which, contrary to the SLPT, is capable of solving any classification 
problem even if the classes considered are NLS. These three growing methods present the 
different points of view concerning learning. 
We also show how to extract knowledge from an RDP neural network, as well as 
the combination of the decision region of RDPs, by using boolean operations. All these 
properties show the advantages of the RDP model over other feedforward models such as 
the backpropagation (BP). 
To illustrate the principle for building an RDP neural network we can look at the NLS 
2-input Exclusive-OR (XOR) problem. We will use for this illustration the batch learning 
method. This problem consists on classifying the two classes X = ((O,O), (1, 1)) and 
Y = { (0, l), (1, O)}, which are NLS. To perform the NLS to LS transformation, we select a 
subset of patterns which is LS from the rest of the patterns. For example, we can select the 
subset ((0, 0)) c X U Y, since ((0,O)) and ((0, l), (l(O), (1, 1)) are LS (by the hyperplane 
Pt = ((xl, x2) E E-t2 (2 * x1 + 2 *x2 - 1 = 0)). Therefore: 
2*0+2*0-l t0 and 
2*1+2*0-1>0, 2*0+2*1-1>0, 2*1+2*1-l>O. 
Thus, we create the intermediate neuron IN1 corresponding to the SLPT of weight 
vector tin = (2,2) and threshold t = - 1 “associated” to the hyperplane Pt. The output 
of IN1 allows to add, to the input vectors, one component by assigning the value -1 
to the input pattern ((0, 0)}, and the value 1 to the remaining three input patterns 
((0, I), (1, 0), (1, 1)). So, this SLPT produces the following sets of augmented input 
vectors: X’ = {(0,0,_1), (1, 1,lJ) and Y’ = ((0, 1,1), (1,0,1>). Now, X’ and Y’ are LS 
bythehyperplaneP2=((xl,x2,x3)E1W3/-2*xl-2*x2+4*x3-l=OO).Hence: 
-2*0+-2*0+4*-l - 1 <O, -2*1+-2*1+4*1-1~0, and 
-2*1+-2*0+4*1-l>O, -2*O+-2*1+4*1-l>O. 
Next, we create a second intermediate neuron IN2 (output neuron) which corresponds to 
the SLPT with the weight vector 6 = (-2, -2,4), and threshold t = -1 “associated” 
to the hyperplane P2. The final result is a two layer RDP neural network solving the 
XOR classification problem since the output value of this neural network is -1 for the 
vector patterns ((0, O), (1, l)}, and 1 for the remaining vector patterns ((0, I), (1,O)l. 
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Fig. I. RDP network for solving the XOR classification problem (the intermediate layer contains only one 
component, IN 1, and IN2 corresponds to the output neuron of the RDP). 
Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of the final RDP neural network which solves 
the XOR classification problem. This RDP can be formally represented by the sequence 
]((2,2), -l), ((-2, -2,4), - 111 (’ I.e., the first element, ((2,2), -I), of this sequence 
corresponds to INl, and the second element ((-2, -2,4), - 1) to the output neuron IN2). 
Contrary to other learning methods such as backpropagation, the construction of an RDP 
neural network, with a 100% correct decision boundary on all training data sets, is always 
guaranteed. The minimum that we can expect from any learning method is to be able to 
correctly map all of its training data set. Actually, for any given classification problem, we 
can have an infinite number of RDP neural networks that allow to solve it (all with a 100% 
correct decision boundary on all training data sets). The choice of a particular RDP allows 
to control the level of generalization. Furthermore, the geometrical properties of an RDP 
allow to express their decision regions (i.e., the generalization made by an RDP model) as 
a finite union of open polytopes. 
Several people have studied growing algorithms, for constructing neural networks, that 
add new INS in the course of learning. The Cascade Correlation (CC) neural network, 
presented in [8], illustrates such technique. This model is an example of input-addition- 
while-learning models, which is trained on an IN until no significant error reduction occurs 
after a certain number of training cycles (a user definable parameter). In [ 1 l] the author 
discusses a modification of the perceptron algorithm to enable an LS subset selection. This 
method will fit the data with arbitrarily high probability, provided enough iterations are 
taken while adding a new input. Thus, as in the previous model, its convergence is not 
guaranteed. A geometrically based approach for building multilayer feedforward neural 
networks for pattern classification is presented in (31. This method can determine the 
topology of a network (in terms of number of layers, number of intermediate neurons, and 
connection weight values) by using the convex hull and the Voronoi diagram of the training 
patterns. No explicit guarantee of convergence for this method is provided by the authors. 
Another geometrically based growing method for training binary neural networks (BNN) 
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called expanding-and-truncate learning (ETL) is proposed in [ 141. This method is limited 
to binary classification problems and integer weight vectors. Another growing method is 
presented in [4]. The authors propose a procedure for constructing feedforward neural 
networks for binary classification tasks with binary or analogue data. The convergence of 
this method is restricted to input vectors of the same Euclidean length. 
This paper is divided into five sections. In the second section we give some standard 
notations used through out this paper. We also define formally the notion of linear 
separability and the RDP neural network, and we introduce its functional semantic. In the 
third section, we propose three methods for building RDP neural network models which 
include a batch, an incremental, and a modular method. In Section 4, we show how to 
do knowledge extraction from a trained RDP Boolean operations on a decision region 
of RDPs are also discussed in this section. In the last section, we give some concluding 
remarks together with a discussion about the results obtained in this paper. The proofs of 
some of the theorems and propositions are included in the appendix. 
2. Background 
In this section we introduce some of the standard notions used throughout this paper, 
together with some definitions and properties. 
2. I. Preliminaries 
We use the following standard notations: 
Let E, F c IRd, G c IRdt’ 
_ E \ F is the setof elements which belong to E and do not belong to F. 
- E@F={~‘-~~ZEE,~EF). 
- Zm(E, G) = {(xl,. . . > a, Xd+l) E G 1 (~1, . . . , Xd) E EJ. 
Let G, G, G E I@, t, r E IR, 
- Z(j) is the jth component of the vector u’ (i.e., if u’ = (~1, . . . , ud) and 1 < j < d then 
G(j) = uj). 
- IfZ=(n,,..., ud), G = (~11,. _. , I&), then zT; = ut * ut +. . + Ud * vd. 
- The segment [u’, G] is the set (k,u + (1 -h)G IO 6 h < 1). 
- The set P(ti, t) = (2 E PSd 1 zi~~X’ + t = 0) is called the hyperplane of IWd of the normal 
$, and the threshold t. 
_ The set IFtP(6, t) = {x’ E IKd ) GT.? + t > 0) is called the positive half space delimited 
by the hyperplane P(G, t). 
_ If ci = (ut , . . . , Ud), then Adj(ii, r) = (ul, . . , Ud, r) (i.e., thefunction Adj augments 
the dimension of the vector ; by adding a new component r E IK) and, by extension, 
if S & IRd, then Adj(S, r) = (Adj(2, r) I x’ E S}. 
2.2. Some dejinitions and properties 
In this section, we introduce the notions of convex hull, linear separability, and the RDP 
neural network model. 
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2.2.1. Linear separability 
Definition 1. Two subsets X and Y of Rd are said to be linearly separable (LS) if 
there exists a hyperplane P(ri~;, t) in JRd, such that: (V; E X, .iiT2 + t > 0 and Vi E Y, 
tZT~+t<O)or(V~EX,GT~+t<OandV~EY,GTj+t>O). 
Intuitively, if X and Y are LS by the hyperplane P of Rd, then P separates the space lRd 
in two “opposite” regions with the points of X in one of the regions, and those of Y in the 
other. Fig. 2 shows an example of two LS (a). and NLS (b) sets of points. 
Notations. In the following we will denote the fact that X and Y are LS by X I] Y or 
X ]I Y(P(ii, t)) if we want to specify a hyperplane P(lz, t) which linearly separates X 
and Y. We will also use the notation XI]’ Y(P(G, t)) to indicate that X I] Y(P(G, t)) and 
(Vx E x, iiJTX’ + t > 0). 
Definition 2. A subset D of IRd is said to be convex if, for any two points j$ and $2 in D, 
the segment [it, $21 is entirely contained in D. 
Definition 3. Let S be a subset of IRd, the convex hull of S, denoted by C%(S), is the 
smallest convex subset of lRd containing S. 
Proposition 4 (Preparata and Shamos [ 171). Let S be a subset ofJRd, then 
CH(S) = {t& + . ..+tk.?IXl...., .$ES, tl,..., tkE[O,l]and 
t1 +...+&=I}, 
and if S is jnite, then there exists ii,, . . , ii, E Rd and bl , . . , b, E R such that CH(S) = 
(~EIWdI~T~~bifar16i~n}. 
Several algorithms for calculating the Convex Hull (i.e., the computation ofthe a’i and 
hi) can be found in [17]. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. A linearly separable (a) and a nonlinearly separable (b) set of points. 
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Table I 
The linear separability algorithm based on the Convex Hull 
CHSA(X, Y, 6, t) 
-data: two finite disjoint subsets, X, Y of Rd 
_ result: li E iRd , t E R such that X II Y(P(6, t)) (If X and Y are LS) 
Begin 
Computeiil,.... &tE@,hl,..., hkrJRsuchthat 
CH(X~Y)=(~~Wn~2iT~~bifOr16i~kJ. 
If(Vi<k,hi<O)thenXandYareNLS) 
else 
begin 
choose i such that hi > 0; 
(Y := rnax((2T.q 1 .G t YJ); 
/3 := min((iiTx 1 X E Xl); 
_ 
1*1 := ii,: 
t := -i(B+(Y); 
(i.e., X II Y(P(G, r))) 
end; 
End 
The following theorem proposes a method for testing linear separability based on the 
computation of a convex hull. 
Theorem 5 (Preparata and Shamos [17]). Let X, Y be finite subsets of IRd, X II Y ij 
CH(X) n CH(Y) = M, thus if.2 E Rd then (;] 11 Y $fsx’ 4 CH(Y). 
An algorithm for testing linear separability, based in this theorem, is presented in Table 1. 
Other algorithms for testing linear separability can be found in [7,18,22]. 
Proposition 6. Let X, Y be finite subsets of Rd, and assume thut X II Y(P(ii, t)), then 
3, s > 0 such that Vti’ E ] - h, h[d and Vt’ E] - s, s[, X II Y (P(6 + I?, t + t’)). 
Proof. Let f be the function from JRdf’ to IR such that 
.f@l,..., hdfl) = n ((G + @I,. . . , &d>T?. +t + hd+l), 
~EXUY 
then f(0, . . . , 0) # ,O because X II Y(P(z;i, t)). f is a continuous function; thus, 
3hu > 0 such that Vh E ] -ho, iof+’ f(hl, . , &+I) # 0. So, V(~I, . . , hd, hd+l) E 
]-hu,hu[d+‘,v?EXUY 
@UT? + t) * ((6 + (hl, . . , hd))? + t + hd+l) > 0 
because if not, then 3h; E [6, i] C ] - ho, hr~[~+’ (2 = (h’l, . . . , hid+,)) such that 
(6 + (A; 1 . . . , h;))Z + t + Al+, = 0 
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which is absurd. Thus, 
V(hl,..., hd+l)El--O,hO[ d+‘XIIY(P(lij+@l,...,hd).t+hd+l)). 0 
2.2.2. The Recursive Deteministic Perceptron 
We define now the RDP which is a generalization of the SLPT. As highlighted in the 
introduction, one of the biggest limitations of the SLPT is that it cannot handle NLS 
problems. This is a drastic restriction since most classification problems are NLS. The 
RDP overcomes this limitation. This new formalism is capable of always separating, in an 
deterministic manner, any two classes by recursively adding the output values of a series 
of INS to the input vector. These INS have a function similar to that of the hidden neurons 
in the BP algorithm [21]. That is to say, they help to transform an NLS problem into an 
LS one. Each IN corresponds to an SLPT. This is an advantage over BP since the RDP 
constructing algorithms are guaranteed to always converge, and its embedded knowledge 
can always be expressed as a finite union of open polytopes. 
Definition 7. An Recursive Deterministic Perceptron (RDP) P on IWd is a sequence [(Go, 
to),..., (6, , t,)] such that r$ E Rd+’ and ti E IR, for 0 < i < n. 
l (Gi, t;) for 0 6 i < II, is called an Intermediate Neuron (IN) of the RDP P (i.e., an IN 
of RDP corresponds to an SPLT); 
l height(P) corresponds to the number of INS in P (i.e., height(P) = n + 1); 
l P(i, j) is the RDP [(Gi, t;), . . . , (6j, tj)] for 0 < i < j < height(P) - 1. So, P(i, j) 
is an RDP on l@+’ and P(0, n) = P (i.e., P(i, j) is a subsequence of P). 
Definition 8 (Semantic of RDP). Let P be an RDP on lf@. We associate to P the function 
F(P), defined almost everywhere in Rd, such that: 
l if height(P) = 1 (i.e., P = [(ii~, t)l ) then: 
F(P) 6) = 1 -1 ifWTj+t (0, 1 ifGT;+t >O. 
l if height(P) > 1 (i.e., P = [(Go, to). (GI, TV 1, . . (Gin, tn)l for n 3 1) then: 
F(P)69 = I F(P(1, n))(Adj(i, -I)) if G;fy + to < 0, F(P(l, n)W?K~, 1)) if i$y + to > 0. 
Definition 9. Let X, Y be two subsets of DWd and let P be an RDP on I@, X and Y are said 
to be linearly separable by P, if (V.? E X, F(P)(:) = cl), and (V-j E Y, F(P)(y) = cz), 
where (CI,Q} = (-1, l}; we denote this by XI],Y. We use the notation X l]p’ Y when 
XI],Y and Vx” E X, F(P)(;) = 1. 
We will prove, in Section 3, that if X and Y are finite disjoint subsets of I@, then 
there exists an RDP P which linearly separates X and Y. In fact, we propose three 
algorithms for constructing, effectively, this RDP Contrary to the BP algorithm, these 
algorithms guarantee the construction of a neural network model for solving any two-class 
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classification problem. Other properties concerning some of the advantages of the RDP 
model over the BP model are discussed in Section 4. 
Notations. Let P = [(Go, to), . . . , (ii,, t,,>l be an RDP on E@: 
we refer to the set S(P) = (x’ E IRd 1 .F( P)(i) = I), as the decision region of P (i.e., 
if X 11~ Y, then either X E S(P) or Y S S(P)). S(P) represents the knowledge 
embedded in the RDP P 
Let X be a subset of IEd: 
X[Pl = ((i(l), . ...2(d), F(P(O,O>> (x’), . . ., F(P(0, n)) (i)) Ix’ E x}. 
Thus, _F( P) is definable almost everywhere, since Res( P) is a finite union of hyperplanes 
in lRd and therefore Res( P) is a negligible subset of IWd. In the following we denote the 
fact 
0 
that 2 E (IEd \ Res( P)) by .F( P)(2) # 0. 
The function _F([(&), to), . . . , (z;i,, tn)]) can be expressed as a composition of the 
functions F( [ (120, to)]), . . , 3( [(I?,, &)I>. 
If P is an RDP on lRd, then S(P) is an open set on l@. 
An RDP P = [(Go, to), . . , (ii,, tn)] on lRd of height II can be represented by a 
labelled acyclic graph with (II, 12, . , Id, INo, IN1, . , IN,, , BIAS} as a set of nodes 
(neurons). The node Z,; corresponds to the jth component of the input vector, the 
node INj corresponds to the jth IN of the RDP, and the node BIAS corresponds to the 
threshold (all the edges of the graph are labelled). 
Remarks. 
l X II Y(P(~, t)> iff X II[(tci,t)l Y. In this case the RDP is an SLPT. 
l IfP=[(u;o,t~),...,(i;,,t,)]isanRDPonIW~,then~(P)isdefinedonIW~\Res(P) 
where Res( P) = Eo U . . U E, with Eo = (2 E I@ I I?$; + to = 0) and Ei = {i E 
Rd ( iiJj (I);( 1) + . ’ + Wi (d);(d) + Gi (d + 1)&l + . + iitj (d + i)&i + t; = 0 for 
(El ,..., &i)E(-l,l)iforl <i<n). 
The edges (connections) and labels of the graph are defined as follows: 
- There exists an edge from Zj to ZNk iff 6k (j) # 0, and this edge is labelled by 6k (j). 
- There exists an edge from ZNi to ZNj iff i c ,j and Gj(d + i + 1) # 0, and this edge 
is labelled by ;;I,i (d + i + 1). 
- There exists an edge from BZAS to ZNj iff tj # 0, and this edge is labelled by tj . 
- No edges exist between the Zj s, neither between the Zj s and the BIAS. 
We refer to the graph, without the labelling, as the topology of the RDP. 
Example. To illustrate Definitions 7 and 8, we can look at the RDP 
P = [((2,2), -l), ((-2, -2,4),-l)] 
which is a solution to the XOR classification problem presented in the introduction section, 
(height(P) = 2). 
l The function F(P) associated to P is defined by: 
~‘(P)(Zl> 22) = 
F(P(l,l))(Adj((z1,~2),-1)) if2z1+2z2--l<00, 
F(PU, l))(-W((zl, z2>, 1)) if221 +222- 1 >O. 
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SO, F(P){& ~2) = m((-2, 441, -m(zl, z2, m((& 2), -mZl 1 Z2)). 
ThUS, 
i -1 
3(P)(Zl, z2) = 
if(-5 <221-i-222 < 1) or (221+222>3) 
1 if (221 + 222 < -5) Or (1 < 2Zl + 222 < 3). 
303 
Res(P) = ((zt,z2) E JR2 ] 2~1 + 222 + t = 0 for t E (-5,1,3}). So 3(P) is defined 
on R2 \&s(P). 
The RDP P linearly separates X = ((O,O), (1, 1)) and Y = ((0, l), (l,O)], because 
3(P)(O,O)=3(P)(l, 1)=-l and3(P)(O, 1)=3(P)(l,O)= 1. 
The graph representing the ECDP P is given in Fig. 1 in Section 1. 
Let E = {(1,2), (-1, l)),then E[P] = ((1,2, 1, -l), (-1, 1, -1, -1)). 
Proposition 10. Let X and Y be twojnite subsets of IWd and let 
P = [(&, to), f.. , (Gl, tn,] 
be an RDP such that X ljp’ Y. If Z is a$nite subset of I%, then there exists an RDP 
P’ = [(Ii&, t;>, . . . , (?I$, t;)] 
such that X IIs, Y, and V? E Z, Vi ,< n, 3(P’(O, i))(i) # 0. 
Proof. Let 
for 0 < i < n. Thus, if 
P’ = 
K 
60, to + 9 
> ( 
,..., ;,,,t,+? )I I 
then X I]‘,, Y, and Vi E Z, Vi 6 n, Y(P’(0, i>)(.?> # 0. 0 
2.2.3. Operations over the RDP 
We will introduce now an equivalence relation and three construction operations for 
combining RDPs. These operations will be used in the construction of an RDP for the 
incremental nd modular learning, and for the combination of the decision regions of RDPs 
using boolean operations. 
l Equivalence. Let P, Q be two RDPs on Rd, P = Q if 3(P) = 3(Q). So, P and Q 
are equivalent if they have the same functional semantic. 
0 Concatenation (weak composition). If P = [(Go, to), . . . , (I&, tm)] is an RDP on IRd, 
and P’ = [(;;;, t,$), . . . , (I$, t;)] is an RDP on lRd+mfl then, P u P’ = [(Go, to), 
. . . . (&?I, tm), <ii& t;>, . . ., GJ;. t;)] is an RDP on Rd. This operation allows to 
connect he RDPs P and Q in such a way that the inputs and outputs of the RDP 
P become the inputs of the RDP Q. 
l Ordering. Let P = [(Go, so), . . . , (& , sm)] and Q = [ (270, to), . . . , (ii,, tn)] be two 
RDPs on Wd, and let the RDP Q’ = [(;;I& t$, . . . , (ii:, , t;)] on lRd+m+l be such that: 
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G:(j) = i&(j) for 1 <j <d. 
w; (d + j) = 0 for 1 6 j < m + 1. 
Gj(d+m+l+k)=ii~(d+k) forl<k,<i 
and 1; = ti for 0 6 i < n, then P D Q = P LJ Q’ is also an RDP on IWd. This operation 
connects P and Q in such a way that the result of P and Q are not affected, and the 
new RDP, resulting from this composition, has the same semantic as Q. 
l Composition (strong composition). Let PI, . , Pk be RDPs on Rd such that 
height(Pi) = ni, let Q = [(Go, to), . . . , (iii,, r,)] be an RDP on I@ and let Q’ = 
[(ah, t$, . , (I%;, t;)] an RDP on IWd+n+nrf”‘+nk where 
CJ((d+nl +...+nj)=ibi(j) for 1 < j < k, 
w:(d+nl+...+nk$j)=~i(k+j) fort<j<i, 
G;(j) = 0 otherwise. 
Then Q o [PI, . . , Pk] = (. . (PI D P2) D . . D Pk) U Q’, o is called a composition 
operation of RDPs. This operation corresponds to the usual composition of functions 
which combine the results of the RDPs PI, . . , Pk as input to the RDP Q. 
We give now some properties of the equivalence relation and the operations defined 
above. The proofs of these properties is a direct consequence of the definitions of the 
operations. 
Proposition 11. 
0 Vs,t >O, [(ti,s)]=[(6,t)], whereG=(O ,..., 0). 
l Let P, Q, R be RDPs on $“, (P D Q) D R = P 5 (Q t> R) (i.e., D is an associative 
operation), and ‘v’t > 0. [(0, t)] D P = P (i.e., [(0, t)] is a left unit elementfor D if 
t > 0). 
l s is a congruence computible with the operations U, D, and o. 
l Let P and Q be RDPs, 3( P D Q) = 3(Q). 
0 Let PI,. . . , Pk be RDPs on Rd and let Q be an RDP on IWk, then 3(Q o 
[PI,. ., &I) =3(Q)(3(p1), . . ..3(Pk))andQoIP1,. . . , PA= Qo[P~(I), . . ., PO(k)1 
for all permutations fl. 
a ZE is decidable (by using Tarski’s principle [23] or Fourier-S elimination nlgorithm 
[lOI>. 
3. Methods for constructing RDP models 
We discuss three methods for building RDP models which include a batch, an 
incremental, and a modular method. The batch method follows a selection strategy based 
on searching homogeneous LS subsets (i.e., whose elements belong to the same class) 
from a set of NLS points. With the incremental approach, we do not need to redo all the 
learning process when adding new knowledge to the RDP. The modular approach allows 
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us to combine several RDP models, within a single RDP, without having to do any further 
training. 
3. I. Batch learning method 
3.1.1. Description of the method 
We present a batch learning method for building an RDP This learning method is based 
on the algorithm described in Table 2. The algorithm uses an LS subset selection strategy 
which consists on selecting a set of LS points which belong to the same class and has 
maximum cardinality. This algorithm stops after at most n - 1 steps, where 12 corresponds 
to the number of learning patterns. 
3. I .2. Example 
In this subsection we illustrate the use of the batch learning method, presented in Table 2, 
by applying it to an NLS 2D classification toy example. The NLS 2D classification problem 
consists of two classes A, B (see Fig. 3): 
Table 2 
Batch learning algorithm (The algorithm described in Table 1 can be used herefor testing the linear 
separability between 2; and (S; \ Zi) and computing Gi, ti such that Z; (1 (S; \ Zi) (‘P(Gi, ti))) 
Batch(X, Y) 
-data: two disjoint finite subsets X, Y of lRd, 
-result: An RDP P = [(GO, to), , (it,_, , &-i)] 
which transforms X and Y into two LS classes. (We obtain an RDP linearly 
separating X, Y, by adding one IN to the RDP constructed by this algorithm. 
This IN corresponds to the output neuron.) 
i:=O;Xg:=X;Yg:=Y; Xk:=X;YA:=Y;So=XUY; 
WHILE nof(Xi )I Yi) DO 
BEGIN 
SELECT: Select a non-empty subset Zi from Xi or from Y; (if it exists) 
such that Zi II (Si \ Zi) (‘F’(Gi, ti)); 
(i.e., (Zi C Xi’ OI’ Zi C Y/) and Zi 11 (Si \ Zi))(P(Gi, 2;)) 
CASE Zi C Xf : 
sj+1 := Adj(Zi,-l)UAdj(Sl \Zi+l); 
Xl+, :=l??l(Xi, Si+l) \Im(Zi, Si+l); 
Y:+l :=Il7Z(Y,l, Si+l): 
Xi+l := Im(Xi, Si+l); 
Yi,l := &,I \ &+I; 
i:=i+l; 
CASE Zi C Y,!: 
Si+l :=Adj(Zi, 1) UAdj(Si \ Zi, -1); 
Y:+l :=Im(Y:,Sj+t)\Im(Zi,Si+t); 
XI+, :=Im(XI, Si+l); 
Xi+1 :=Im(Xi, Si+l); 
yl+l := si+l \ xi+l i 
i:=i+l; 
END; 
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Fig. 3. 2D plot of the two-class classification problem used to illustrate the batch learning algorithm (+ = class I. 
0 = class 2). 
A = 1(3,2), (4,2), (23) (3,3), (4,3). (24) (3,4), (4.4) 
(2,5), (3,5), (4,5). (2.6), (3,6). (4>6), (2,7), (3,7), 
(4,7), (5,7), (6,7), (7,7), (4,8), (5,8), (6.8)). 
R = ((3, O), (4, O), (5, O), (6, O), (3, l), (4. l), (5, l), (6, l), (5,2), (6,2), (133). 
(533). (6,3), (5.4), (6,4), t5,5), (6.5), (7,5), (8.5). (5,6), (6,6), (736). 
(8,6), (8.7), (9,7). (2. S), (778). (8,8), (5.9). (6.9), (7,9), (8,9)1. 
After applying the batch learning method in Table 2 to this problem, we obtain an RDP 
containing seven INS which linearly separates A and B. Table 3 shows the LS subsets 
selected for each IN (at each step, the selected LS subset was of maximal cardinality). 
Table 4 shows the weight vectors and thresholds found for each IN. A projection of the 
selected LS subsets used in the different steps for building the RDP is shown in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5 shows the RDP topology found by the learning algorithm described in Table 2 for 
solving this problem. Notice that the INS are connected to the previous ones only if their 
connection has a value different than zero. We did not try to optimize the topology in 
terms of number of connections. One way to do this optimization is by choosing, at each 
construction step, a hyperplane for linearly separating the selected subset of input patterns 
from the remaining patterns, containing the greatest number of zero weight components. 
3.1.3. Some,fact.s about the hatch learning ulgorithm 
We give now some facts concerning the batch learning algorithm. The sets which we 
will refer to in this subsection are used in the algorithm presented in Table 2. 
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Table 3 
LS subsets selected by the batch learning algorithm described in Table 2 applied to the 
two-dimensional two-class classification problem 
Step # Selected subset Class 
1 ((4. O), (%0)x (6.0). (4, I), (5, I), (6, I). (5.2), (6,2). (5.3) 
(6.3), (6.4). (7.5). (835). (7.6). (8.6). (8.7), (9.7). (8,8)) 
2 I(2,8, O), (539.0). (6,9,0), (7.930). (8.9. O,} 
3 ~(3,0.0,0)~(3.1.0,0),(1.3.0,0)) 
4 l(3,2,0,0. O), (4.2,0,0, O), (2.3,O. 0. O), (3,3,0,0. O), 
(4.3,0,0, O), (2,4.0,0,0). (3,4.0.0, O), (4,4,0,0,0). 
(2, 5,0,0, O), (3.5.0,0,0). (4,5.0.0,0), (2,6,0,0,0). 
(3,6,0.0,0).(2,7.0,0,0).(3,7.0.0,0)~ 
5 {(4,6,0.0,0, I). (4.7.0,0,0. I). (4.8.0.0.0, I), (5, 8.0,0,0, I)) 
6 ~(5~4.0,0,0,1,1).(5,5,0.0,0,1,1~,(6,5.0.0,0,1.1), 
(5,6,0,0,0,1,1),(6,6,0.0,0,1.I)~ 
Table 4 
RDP weight vectors and threshold values obtained by the batch learning 
algorithm (Table 2) for each of the INS 
i (Step) Gi (Weight vector) t, (Threshold) 
1 (19.1, -12.4) -4.0 
2 (-3.5.21.3, 0.0) - 15.0 
3 (-6.7. -6.9, - 1 .O. 0.0) 4.0 
4 (6.2. 1.8, 1.0, 1.0, 3.0) -1.0 
5 (21.6, -6.6, 1.0, 7.0, 8.0, -6.0) 2.0 
6 (0.4, -1.5, -3.0.0.0, - 1 .o, 2.0, 1.0) -1.0 
7 (5.8, 1.3,4.0,7.0.5.0, 1.0. 1.0,3.0) -5.0 
Remarks. Let kx(i) = Curd((j 1 j < i and Zj c Xi)) and ky(i) = Curd((j 1 j -e 
i and Z.j C V;}), (i.e., kx(i) +kx(i) = i). 
If x’ E X! U I’;, then n’ contains exactly kx (i) times - 1 and ky(i) times 1 in its ith last 
components and all the elements of e U f: have the same i th last components. 
If x’ E (Xi \ Xi), then x’ contains kx(i) + 1 times - 1 and ky(i) - 1 times 1 in its last 
ith component. Furthermore, x’ is different from _j E Xi U I’/ only in one component 
of the ith last component ( 1 t - 1). 
If x’ E (Yi \ Y;), then x’ contains kx (i) - 1 times - 1 and ky (i) + 1 times 1 in its last 
ith component. Moreover, x’ is different from j E Xi U Y: only in one component of 
the ith last component (- 1 t 1). 
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Fig. 4. Projection in a plane of the LS subsets selected by the batch learning algorithm described in Table 2 to 
create the INS necessary to construct the RDP. 
Fig. 5. The topology of the RDP for solving the two-dimensional classification problem obtained by applying the 
batch learning algorithm described in Table 2 (IN7 corresponds to the output neuron). 
Proposition 12. Zf Xi and Yi are not linearly separable, then there exists Zi such that 
(Zi C Xi, or Zi C Y,I), Zi # 0 and Zi 1) (Si \ Z,)(P(&, ti)). This means that we can 
alwaysjkd an LS subset from two NLS sets. 
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Proposition 13. Zf n - 1 is the number of steps of the algorithm in Table 2, then n < 
Card(X U Y). Thus, there exists ii& E IkId+” , t,, E IR such that X, I( Yn(P(L&, t,)), and 
therefore, the RDP [ (iho, to) , . . . , (i&+1, t,,_l), (I&, tn)] linearly separates X and Y where 
[(Go, to) , . . . , (i&-l, t,-I)] is the RDP constructed by the algorithm in Table 2. 
3.1.4. Discussion 
The batch method can be used for solving any “static” classification problem for two 
classes (even NLS problems). This is done by constructing an RDP that linearly separates 
the given two classes X, Y. In the worse case, the RDP constructed by this method will have 
Card(X U Y) - 1 INS. To minimize the number of steps in the algorithm, and therefore the 
number of INS in the topology of the network, one can choose at each step, a subset of 
maximal cardinality. This strategy has been proven to be NP-complete if the dimension of 
the input vector is arbitrary, and polynomial otherwise [22]. 
3.2. Incremental learning method 
3.2.1. Description of the method 
To do the incremental or progressive learning, we train the network with a subset of the 
training data set. Once the RDP network is trained, we restart training with a new point. If 
this new point is not well classified by the existing RDP, then we can interpolate the new 
knowledge without disturbing the previously acquired knowledge. This can be done with 
only a few modifications to the last IN of the existing RDP, or the addition of a new IN. 
Thus, the RDP model, contrary to the BP one, does not suffer from coherence interference. 
This fact makes the RDP models more biologically sound. 
We give now some technical results that explain how to do the incremental construction 
of an RDP The following results (Lemmas 14, 16, and 17, Proposition 15, and 
Theorem 1 S), and the algorithm ADJUST (Table 5) describe how an “existing” hyperplane 
has to be moved, or a new hyperplane computed, in order to take into consideration a 
misclassified new point. 
Lemma 14. Let X, Y, Z be finite subsets of IV such that X 11’ Y(P(;ir, t)), and Z c 
P(it, t); let .?. E (P(G, t) \ Z); and let ?’ E Z, then: (3cx > 0) (VE E]O,CY[) (3G’ E RF) 
(3t’ E rW) such that: 
- x II’ Y(P(iiJ’, t’)), 
- viiE(XUYUZ),)(GTii+t)-(17%+t’)J~E, 
- o< ll-iF?+t’l, 
- z E P(G’, t’). 
Proposition 15. Let X, Y be finite subsets of IF? such that X (1’ Y(P(i;, t)) and let 
Z E IW”’ such that S = GT? + t < 0. Then (3ar > O)(Vs ~10, cr[)(3~ ~10, s[)(Vq ~10, p[) 
(3iir’ E IRm)(3t’ E IR) such that: 
- X U Yl 11’ (Y \ Yl)(P(i?, t’)) for Yl C Y, 
- Vu’EXUYO<((Si+t-+(G’T;+t’)(<&, 
- ST? + t’ = --n/2 (i.e., 0 < rj < E). 
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Table 5 
Algorithm used for constructing G’ and t’ 
ADJUST(X, Y, 6, I) 
- data: two data set vectors, X, Y c R’“. 2, G E R”, and t E R such that: 
X II’ Y(R~> 2)). 
_ result: a new weight vector 6’ E R”, and a new threshold I’ E R. 
BEGIN 
S=lZT;+t; 
(Y = min((l GTu + f 1; u’ E X U Y))); 
F = (u/2; 
L7b := 5; 
t;, :=t -6; 
Y; := (.$ E Y 1 GJ($ + f;, > 0); 
Y” := (3 E Y 1 zZ’ Tj + t’ = 0). 0 0 0 ’ 
Y”’ := 1; E Y I IZ’T?; + t’ < 0). 0 . 0 0 ’ 
i := 0. 
WHILE (Y; # ti) DO 
BEGIN 
Let 2’ E Yi’. 
M’ := mink&, min((l GiTii + fi I; U E X U Y/ U Yy])); 
Let 
O<E’ i min 
( 
8 
cx’, ~ ; 
2Card(Y”) ) 
Let i E IFP , s E R (by Lemma 14)tuch that; 
. x u Y(’ /I YY(P(iJ. s)); 
.V~~~XUY,/(~,:~,_+~;)-(U~,_+S)~<E’(N.B.Y=Y;UY~”UY~); 
l 0<1 VT:‘+.7 1. 4 1 
. t E P(,_, s); 
Y/+1 :=(yEYIGT-+S>o]; 
YL :=(yEYIiiTj+s=o); 
Y,‘rc, := {YE Y I??;+, co); 
-I 
*i+l 
:= ij; 
ti’,, := s; 
i:=i+I;(N.B.Y,‘~Y~+,: Y.” CYY; YYCY,‘:,; XUY,‘+, llY,‘rc, 1+1 
(P(iil! l,,,fi,,))) 
END; 
w := min(cx, min(( I ijTu’ + tl I; ii E X U Y])) (N.B. Y!” = 64); 
Let rj < p: 
W’:=$/. 
t’ = ti -’ ;7/2; 
END. 
Lemma 16. Let X, Y befinite subsets cfIRm, and 2 E IV such that 
X(j’(Y U {~})(P(I%, t)). Then, 3i? E Rm, 3’, r E IIS such that: 
- x u Yl II’(Y \ Yl) u (Z)(P(zz’, t’>>for Yl c Y, 
- vu’EX,(~++~)T.G+t+tf+r>O, 
- v; E YI, (G + lilqTU’ + t + t’ + r < 0, 
- VEiE(Y Y,),(lZI+G’)TEi+t+t’-rrO, 
\r - (G+-t’) i+r+t’-r>o. 
Lemma 17. Let X, Y be finite subsets of IR” and P = [(Go, to). . . , ($-1, tn-l ), (I&?, 
t,,)] he an RDP such that X 11: Y and let 2 E I@ such that F(P)(?) = -1, then ZIG:, E 
j@+n 
’ %+I E I@+,‘+‘, t,i, tl,+, e If8 such that: P’ = [(I;~, to), . , (I&_~, rn_l), (ii;, t,‘J 
(u;;+l. t;+i )I and X U (2) II;, Y. 
Theorem 18. Let X, Y be jinite subsets of I@, and P = [(T&J, to), . . , (ii,_ 1, t,_ I), 
(G, , t,)] be an RDP such that X 11; Y and let i E IWd \ (X U Y), then there exists an 
RDP P’, such that height(P’) < height(P) + 1 and X U (i) ]lpl ‘Y. 
Proof. By Proposition 10 we can assume that _?‘( P(0, i))(i) # 0 for 0 < i < n. Let 
2’ = (Z(l), . , Z(d), F(P(0, i))(z)), . . , (P(0, n - l))(2))). Then two cases are possible: 
l There exists a hyperplane P($, , t;) such that 
X[P(O,n - 1)l U (z”} II Y[P(O, n - l)lpq:,, r:,)). 
So, P = [(GO, to), . . . , (lii,_l, &_I), (ii;, t;)] linearly separates X U (2) and Y. 
l X[P(O, n - l)]U{?] and Y[P(O, n - I)] are not linearly separable. Therefore, X 11; Y 
and F(P) (z’) = - 1. Thus, P’ is given by Lemma 17. 0 
3.2.2. Example 
We illustrate the incremental learning method by applying it to the same problem 
used to illustrate the batch learning method (see Fig. 3). First we select a subset 
AI = ](3,2), (2,3), (3,3), (2,4), (3,4), (4,4), (2,5), (3,5), (4,5), G&6), (3,6), (4,6), 
G&7), (3,7), (4.7), (5,7), (6,7), (4,8), (5,8), (68)) of A and a subset Bt = {(3,0), 
(4, O), (5, O), (630). (3, l), (4. l), (5, l), (6, l), (5,2), (6,2), (5.3), (6,3), (5.4), (6,4), 
(5,5), (6,5), (7,5), (8,5), (6,6), t7,6), (8,6), (8,7), (9,7), (7, S), (8,8), (839)) of B 
which are linearly separable by the hyperplane P((-42,24), -85). Therefore, A1 j/p Bl 
where P = [((-42,24), -85)]. A = AI U (~1, ~2, ~3) where pt, ~2, and p3 correspond 
respectively to (4,2), (4,3), and (7,7) and B = BI U {p4, ~5, pfj, ~7, ps, p9] where 
~4, ps, p6, ~7. ps, and p9 correspond respectively to (1,3), (5,6), (2,8), (5.9), (6,9), 
and (7,9). 
Next, we “interpolate” the remaining points pt , . . , p9 by using the ADJUST algorithm 
described in Table 5 and the construction proposed in Theorem 18. Thus, we obtain the 
RDP containing ten INS shown in Table 6 which linearly separates A and B. 
3.2.3. Discussion 
The incremental method can be used for solving any “dynamic” classification problem 
for two classes (even NLS problems). It allows to interpolate new knowledge with previous 
knowledge embedded in an existing RDP model. If the new knowledge is well classified by 
the existing RDP, then this RDP remains unchanged. On the contrary, if it is misclassified, 
we need to modify the last IN of the existing RDP, or add a new IN to this RDP. If this 
strategy is used in all the steps of the learning process, the resulting RDP will contain, in 
the worse case. n/2 INS, where n corresponds to the number learning patterns. 
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Fig. 6. Cluster subsets A1 and Bt used to build the first RDP and individual points added one at the time 
pt , , p9 used to illustrate the incremental learning method. 
Table 6 
RDP weight vectors and threshold values obtained by the incremental earning algorithm for each of 
the INS 
i IsteD) 6; (Weieht vector) t; (Threshold) 
8 
9 
10 
(-41.9994,24) 
(-83.994,48, -35.0012) 
(-167.988.96, -70.0024, -21.9913) 
(335.97, -192, 140.005,43.9826,23.947) 
(671.94, -384,280.01,87.9652,47.894, -919.96) 
(1343.88, -768,560.02, 175.93,95.788, -1839.92, -304.161) 
(2687.76, -1536, 1120.04, 351.86, 191.576, -3679.84, -608.322, 
- 1887.79) 
(5375.52, -3072,2240.08,103.12, 383.152, -7359.68, 
-1216.54, -3775.58, -832.398) 
(10751, -6144.4480.16, 1407.44,766.304, -14719.4, 
-2433.28, -7551.16, -1664.8, -2175.64) 
(-21502, 12288, -8960.32, -2814.88, -1532.61, 
29438.8.4866.56, 15102.3, 3329.6,4351.28, 1796.44) 
119.997 
226.972 
455.899 
32.095 
-551.61 
480.416 
-94.549 
1154.148 
1927.436 
-2062.32 
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3.3. Modularity 
3.3. I. Description of the method 
The idea behind modular neural networks is to divide the original problem at hand 
into smaller sub-problems, each of which is to be solved by a sub-network. These sub- 
networks are assembled together into a global network which solves the original problem. 
This is more biologically and computationally sound. There is neurological evidence of 
modular functioning in the cerebral cortex. From the computational side there are several 
advantages such as the use of parallelization in order to accelerate the construction of 
RDPs. A discussion and use of modular methods for building feedforward neural networks 
can be foundin [6,9,12,13,16,19]. 
Theorem 19. Let Al, AZ, BI , B2 be jinite subsets of IWd. Let PI, Pz, P3, P4 be RDPs on 
IWd such that: A 1 II’p, BI, A1 II& B2, A2 /I$ B1, and A2 IIF B2. Let 
Q=[((l,-I,l>-1,)>3), ((3,5,X5,5),-3)1. 
Thus, ifP = Q 0 [PI, P2, f'3, P41, then (AI U A21 11; (BI U B2). 
Proof. By Proposition 10, we can assume that Vx’ E (AI U A2 U B1 U B2), .F(PI)(.?) # 
0, F(Pz)(;) # 0, F( P3)(2) # 0, and F( Ph)(;) # 0. We know that each of the RDPs, PI, 
P2, 4, and Pa, will produce the following outputs for each of the data subsets: 
Let 
Sl ={(l,-1,1,-l>, (l,-l,l, l), (l,l, 1,-l), (1.1.1. I), (-l,l,- 
(-f,l,l, I>, (1, 1, -1, I)], 
and 
.l, 11, 
s2 = ((-1, -1, -1, -l>, (-1, -1, 1, -l>, (-1, 1, -1, -l), (-1, 1, 1, -l), 
(-1,-1,--l, I), (1,-l, -1, -l), (1, -1,-l. I)}. 
Then St n S:! = M, 
((7._(p1>(;), F(h)(a’), 3W3)(2), F(P4)(a3)) I a’ E AI U AZ} E SI, 
and 
{(~(p,)(~),;F(p~)(~).~(p~)(b),~(Ps)(~)) (;E BI U B2) CS,. 
Let Q = [(Cl, -1, 1, -I,), 31, ((3,5,2,5,5), -3)1, then St I]; S2. Therefore, if P = 
Qo[f’l. 9, P3, P41,then (AI UA2) I]; (Bl U&j. II 
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Fig. 7. Clusters of the data subsets A 1, AZ, B1, and & used to illustrate modular learning algorithm for 
constructing RDP neural networks. 
3.3.2. Example 
To illustrate the modular construction of an RDP, we will use the same classification 
problem used to illustrate the batch and incremental methods. 
We decompose the two original classes into the following subclasses: 
At = I(3,2), (4,2), (2,3), (333) (4,3), (2,4), (394) (4,4), 
(2,5), (335) (435)s (2,6), (3,6), (4,6), (2,7), (3,7)], 
A2 = ](4,7), (5,7), (6,7), (7,7), (4, S), (5,8), (6,8)], 
BI = ((3, O), (4, O), (5, O), (6, O), (3, I), (4, I), (5, I), (6, I), 
(5,2), (6,2), (1,3), (5,3), (6,3), (5,4), (6,4), (5,5), 
(6,5), (7,517 (8,5), (5,6), (6,6), (7,6), (8,6), (8,7), (9,7)], 
B2 = (C&8), (7,8), (8, S), (5,9), (6,9), (7,9), (839)) 
as shown in Fig. 7 (A = A1 U A2 and B = B1 U B2). We next create four RDPs to linearly 
separate ach subclass from the other subclasses as shown below: 
Al II;, BIT AI II& B2, A2 II& B1, A2 II;‘, B2 
where Pt = [((-7, -9), -38), ((27, -5,62),40)], 4 = [((0,10),76)], 4 = [((85, 
-172), -608)], and P4 = [((-16,7), -l), ((23,28,219), 145)]. 
Once we have the four RDP modules, we can unify them into a single RDP network 
by using the RDP computed above to linearly separate St and S2. The final topology of 
the FLDP that combines the four modules for linearly separating classes A and B is shown 
in Fig. 8. The RDPs PI, P2, P3, P4 can be constructed in a parallel fashion since their 
constructions are independent from each other. 
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Fig. 8. RDP topology for solving the two-dimensional classification problem obtained by applying the modular 
learning algorithm. 
3.3.3. Discussion 
The modular method can be used to combine existing RDPs in order to assemble their 
knowledge. If this strategy is used in all the steps of the learning process, the resulting RDP 
will contain, in the worse case, O(n*) INS, where n is the number of learning patterns. 
The time complexity needed to construct hese components, if parallelization is used, is 
O(ln(n)). 
4. Knowledge extraction from an RDP neural network 
4. I. Decision region 
Feedforward neural networks uch as the BP model present a difficulty while trying to 
explain how the model arrived to a response or conclusion. As a consequence, despite a 
great amount of research taking place in this area (see [1,2,5,15,24,25]), neural networks 
are regarded as a black box. Providing an explanation to a response can help discover 
salient features in the input data and can make neural networks more widely accepted. 
In the following we will prove how, thanks to its geometrical properties, we can express, 
transparently, the knowledge embedded in an RDP neural network. This knowledge 
corresponds to a decision region of the RDP Actually, we prove that the decision region of 
an FCDP is a finite union of open polytopes on Rd. 
Definition 20. A subset S of I& is an open polytope of IEd if there exists t-61, . . . , i& E iRd, 
andtl,..., tk E w such that s = nl<iGk XP(&, fj). We recall that XP(zi?j, tj) = {Z E 
l@IGTSrj >O). 
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The following proposition characterizes the decision region of an RDP. 
Proposition 21. A decision region of an RDP P on IWd is u.finite union qf open polytopes 
qf Rd. 
Proof. If P = [ (ti, t)] is an RDP on IKd, then S(P) = VFIp(6, t). So, the proposition is 
true for RDPs of height 1. Assume that the proposition is true for RDPs of height n for 
n 3 1, and let P = [(Go, to), . , (ii,, tn)] be an RDP on IISd (height(P) = n + I), then: 
But height(P(l, n)) = n, so, by the recurrence hypothesis, S(P(1, n)) is a finite union 
of open polytopes on I@+‘. Therefore, (.? E I@ 1 Adj(:, I ) E S( P( 1, n))} and (2 E I@ 1 
Adj(x, -1) E S(P(1, n))) are a finite union of open polytopes on iRd. Thus, S(P) is a 
finite union of open polytopes on I@. q 
Remark. The preceding proposition is constructive because it describes how to compute 
the decision region of an RDP 
The following example illustrates this proposition. 
4.1.1. Example 
In order to illustrate how to extract the knowledge from an RDP neural network, we 
will use the logical XOR problem illustrated in the introduction section. The RDP that we 
found for solving this problem is equal to P = [((2,2), -I), ((-2, -2,4), -I)]. 
S(P(1,1))={(?.,,2Z,z3)EIw’1-221-222+423-1>0}. 
so. 
S(P) = {(ZI,ZZ) ELF* (((-221 -2z2+4- 1~0) and (221 +2z2 - 1 >O)) or 
((-22~-22~-4--1~0)and(2z~+2z2-1>0))). 
The decision region S(P) of the RDP P is represented by the black area in Fig. 9. 
Actually, the decision region of an RDP corresponds to its embedded knowledge. 
4.2. Boolean operations over the decision regions of an RDP neural network 
We prove that the combination of the decision region of RDPs, by using boolean 
operations, can be defined as decision regions of other RDPs. 
Theorem 22. Let PI, P2 be two RDPs such that S( PI ) = A, and S( 4) = B. Then, there 
exist RDPs P3, P4, and P5 such that: S( P3) = A U B, S(P4) = A n B, and S(P5) = 
(-(A))“, where E” is the topological opening of E relatively to the Euclidean topology 
(i.e., E” is the largest open set contained in E). 
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Fig. 9. Decision region for the RDP [((2,2). -1). ((-2, -2.4). -I)] (black area) corresponding to the XOR 
separability problem. 
S(Pl) 4 
&W / 
s(p2) S(Q) 
N 
s(g) 
a 13 c 
Fig. IO. Decision regions for the union (b) and the intersection (c) boolean operations of two RDPs. 
Proof. Assume that PI = [ (60, to), . . . (Y&-I, tn_ I ), (iii,, tn)]. Thus, 
Ps = [(k to), . . , (JLl, bz-l~> (-G,, -bd]. 
If Q = [((2,2). l)], and Q’ = [(Cl, l), -l)I, then Px = Q o [PI, P2], and P4 = Q’ o 
[PI, P2] (i.e., Q and Q’ are RDPs for computing the logical functions OR and AND, 
respectively). 0 
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Corollary 23. Zf E is a finite union of open polytopes of IFLd, then there exists an RDP P 
such that S(P) = E. 
Proof. If E = ?-lP(G, t), then E = S([(G, t)]). Therefore, by the last theorem, if E is a 
finite union of open polytopes, then there exists an RDP P such that E = S(P). q 
4.2. I. Example 
Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) show examples of RDP decision regions for the union and the 
intersection boolean operations. 
5. Discussion and concluding remarks 
We have studied the problem of classification using neural networks. We have presented 
the Recursive Deterministic Perceptron feedforward neural network model, which is an 
enhancement of the SLPT that can handle both LS and NLS problems. 
We presented three methods for automatically building an RDP neural network. These 
methods include a batch, an incremental, and a modular one. The three methods can build 
RDP networks for solving both LS and NLS classification problems. 
The batch method can be used for solving “static” problems. The topology of the RDP 
obtained with this approach will contain n - 1 INS in the worse case, where n is the number 
of learning patterns. 
The incremental method can be used for solving “dynamic” problems. It allows to 
interpolate new knowledge with previous knowledge embedded in an existing RDP model. 
This is done with only a few modifications to the last IN of the existing RDP, or the addition 
of a new IN. This is done without disturbing the previously acquired knowledge which 
makes the RDP models more biologically sound. If this method is used in all the steps of 
the learning process, the resulting RDP will contain n/2 INS in the worse case, where n is 
the number of learning patterns. 
The modular method can be used as a “dynamic” method for combining existing RDPs 
and assembling their knowledge, or to break the initial problem into sub-problems which 
are easier to solve. If this strategy is used in all the steps of the learning process, the 
resulting RDP will contain, at the most O(n2) INS in its topology, where n is the number 
of learning patterns. If the construction of the RDP is done in a parallel fashion, we will 
have O(ln(n)) as time complexity. 
We have also showed how to extract knowledge from RDP neural networks. Since the 
RDP models are constructed by using SLPTs, we can express, transparently, the knowledge 
embedded in them (i.e., the decision region of an RDP) as a finite union of open polytopes. 
The RDP models have a clear advantage over other feedforward neural network models 
such as the BP when it comes to explaining their construction and knowledge extraction. 
Knowledge extraction from other neural network models remains a difficult task, and it is 
an on going subject of research. We showed also how the combination of the decision 
region of RDPs, by using boolean operations, can be defined as decision regions of 
other RDPs. 
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Appendix A 
Proof of Theorem 5. If Xlj’Y(P(G, t)) then CH(X) c IFIP(G, t) and CH(Y) c iRd \ 
‘I-fP(t%, t). Thus, M(X) n CH(Y) = 0. Assume that CH(X 8 Y) = (i E IR” 1 iiT? 3 bi} 
(i.e., CH(X 8 Y) = M(X) 8 CH(Y)) then: 
- if CH(X) nCH(Y) # 0 then, X3 Y are NLS, and 6 E CH(XB Y), thus, for all i, bi < 0. 
- if CH(X) n CH(Y) = 0 then 0 $ CH(X 0 Y); thus, there exists i such that bi > 0; 
therefore, for every x’ E X and j E Y we have zT(z - y’) > bi > 0, that is ZTi > a’:;; 
let M = rnax((S;Ty ) j; E Y)) and /3 = min({i’;E ) li: E X); so, o < p thus, 
v;E Y, qj- a+B a+B U-B --<a------_-- 
2 2 2 
< 0, 
vx’ E x, ii,p - a+B _.._>p------_- w+B Paz0 
2 2 2 ’ 
then, X 1) Y(P(&, -(a + 8)/2)). 0 
Proof of Proposition 12. We will prove that, there exists x’ E Xi U Y: such that [x’) (I 
(Si \ {z)). Assume that V_? E Xi U Y,‘, [x’} and (Si \ I_?}) are not linearly separable, then 
x; u Yi’ c CH(S, \ (Xi u Y,I)). 
So, 
si = ( jl, . . . , Gkv jk+l) . . .j Gk+m, Gk+m+l T . . . Y ik+m+r f 
where Xi U Y[ = {;I,. .., $}, Xi \ Xi = {$+l,. .., $+,} and Yi \ Y; = {&+m+t,. .., 
&+m+r}. Let j; E X[ U Y:, then 2 = ft&+t + ... + &+r$+m+r, tt, . . ., tm+r 2 0 and 
tt + ... + tm+r = 1. Let j < m and 1 6 I < i such that $+j (I) = -1 and i(Z) = 1. 
If ti > 0 then 1 = i(l) < (tt f . . . + z,+,) = 1, which is absurd; thus, Vi < m, ti = 0. 
Let j < r and 1 < 1 < i such that sk+m+j (f!) = 1 and x’(Z) = -1. If tm+i > 0 then 
-1 = i(1) > -(tm+t + .. . + tm+r) = -1, which is absurd; then, Vi < m. tm+i = 0, thus, 
j; $! CH((Sj \ (Xj u Yi’)). 
So, there exist x’ E Xf U Y: such that {x’) (1 (Si \ (2)). q 
Proof of Proposition 13. Let n - 1 be the last value of i. If XL U Yi # 0 then there 
exists r& E Rd+n , t,, E R such that X, [I Y, (P(& , tn)). If Xl, U YA = 0 then if 2 = 
(Xl,...,Xd,~l,...> u,_l) E Xn, then the sequence ~1,. . . , u,_l contains kx(n - 1) + 1 
times -1 and ky(n - 1) - 1 times 1 where kx(n - 1) represents the number of 
LS subsets chosen in X up to step IZ - 1, and ky (n - 1) = n - 1 - kx(n - 1). If 
(Yl, . . . ,Yd,Pl,..., ~~-1) E Y,, then the sequence ~1, . . . , pcL,_l contains kx(n - 1) - 1 
times-1andky(n-1)+1timesl.Let~,=(0,...,0,1,...,1)~IWd~“withdtimesO 
andntimes1,andletr,=kx(n-1)-ky(n-1).Thus,V~~X,, 
iiJ;;+t,=-2<0, 
andVy E Y,,, 
G,Tj+t,=2>0. 
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So, X, II Yn(P(tk, t,)). Thus, in all cases, the RDP [(Gn, to). , (ii+,, r,_l), (CJ,, t,)] 
linearly separates X and Y. q 
Proof of Lemma 14. Let a = min;,xu~(lGTu’ + tl). ? # 7, thus, 3 E (1, . . , m} such 
that Z(i) # 7(i). Let /I(i) = max,-,xuruz(lLi(i) - Z(i)\) > 0 (i.e., Z(i) # z”(i)), and 
let y = &/B(i). Let I%’ E IF such that G’(j) = ;i(j) for 1 < ,j 6 m and j # i and 
G’(i) = G(i) + y and let r’ = t - i*(i)y (N.B. z’(i) # z”(i).) Then: 
- (v~~x),~‘~~+f’=1;~~+t+x(i)~-~(i)y>U;~X+f-~~~~(i)>a-&>O 
and I(I?I’~X’ + t’) - (WT.? + t)l < E, 
- (V-t; E Y), t3T.G + t’ = t3.G + t + T(i)y - ?(i)v < WT.7 + f + Ivl/3(i) < --(;Y + & < 0 
and I(W’T.? + t’) - (GT.? + t)] < F, 
_ (Vz” E z), $‘T;” + t’ = $rz” +t + (Z”(i) -Z(i)& = ((r:“(i) - Z(i))v); so, Itz’T?‘-t 
t’( = I(&‘T;” + t’) - (GT:” + t)l < E, 
- I;‘TZ’ +  t’ = GTi’ +  t +  (z’(i) - i(i))y # 0 (N.B. z’(i) # z(i)), 
_ -;i’T; ft’=GT?+t+?(i)y--Z(i)y=O;therefore,?~P(G’,t’). q 
Proof of Proposition 15. The algorithm in Table 5 is used for constructing 6’ and t’ by 
using Lemma 14 V;E E X U Y. 
(N.B. i < min((Curd(Y:,‘), m).) By construction F < &/(2Curd(Y[)) < e/2 (i.e., for the 
” = 0 + Yr = Y \ Y;, and q C Y, ii’ = ri$, last _?’ in Yy_,) Y = Y/“U Y,” U Yp and Y; 
t’ = t( - Q, vu; E x u Y, 
I(%’ ii + tb) - (?IiFi + t’) 1 
< ( @i;‘ii + $) - (lq’i + t() ( + 
IiF; + t’ = GijT?: + ‘/! - q = -q/2 < 0. 0 
Proof of Lemma 16. By using Proposition 15, @a! > 0) (VO < E < ac) (3~ > 0) (VO < 
17 < p) (312;’ E II%“), (3 E Iw) such that: 
- (X U Yt)II’(Y \ YI) U (Z)(P(t7, t’)) for YI G Y, 
- Vti~(XuY)O~~(~T~+t-~)-(~‘TLi+t’)(~~whereS=~TZ+t~O, 
-IT?, + t’ = -n/2 (i.e., 0 < q < p). 
Let,: 6 - q < 0. Assume that v < E and 6 < min;,(xur,(lz;iTG + tl): 
- (U;T+f’T)?:+t+t’+Y=~TZ+t+iii’TZ+t’-~++=~-~~’T~+t’(>o; 
- vi E X (iiT + tiF$ + f + t’ + Y = 2(WT;i + f) + ((3% + t’) - (IiJTEi + t - 8)) 
- S + 6 - r] > 2(GTE; + t) - E - 7 > 0 because 0 < n < E < min;,(xur)(lii~T~ + tl); 
- V; E YI (7i1’ + ST)U + t + t’ + r = 2(GTi + t) + ((rZT; + t’) - (GTG + t - 6)) 
-6+6-Q<-2(GT;+tl+&-q<Obecauseq>Oand~ <min;,(x”v,(l~TIZ+tI); 
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_ V;;E (Y\Y]) (~T+ii’T)U+t+t’--=2(~T;+t)+((W’TU+t’)-((WTU+t--)) 
-S--S+q < -2]~i1~ii+tj+~--22S+7 < ObecauseO < q <E < min,-,(xu~)(j~Ti;+ 
tl). q 
Proof of Lemma 17. 
0 Construction of (GA, t;): let 
2’ = (Z(l), . . .)2(d), 3(P(O, O))(Z), . . .) (P(0, n - l))(Z)) 
(we can assume that 3 (P(0, i>)(i) # 0) for 0 < i < n - 1 (by Proposition IO). So, 
X[P(O, II - 1)l II Y[P(O, n - 111 u (z”}(P( w, , tn )). Thus, by Lemma 16,31$ E IRd+“, 
tl, E Il?++n, and Y E R such that: 
- X[P(O.n - 1)l u YI, II’((UP(O, n - l>l \ YI) U {Z’))(P(GL,tA)) for YI C 
Y(P(0. n - I)). 
_ vii E X[P(O, n - l)]. (6, + G;)TU’ + fn + t,: + r > 0, 
_ vu’ E Y[P(O, n - I)], (I& + xzgT; + fn + t:, + Y < 0, 
- Vu’ E (Y[P(O, y1 - 1)] \ Yi), (G,, + Wil)TG + & + t; - r -c 0, 
- (w, + tiJA)T?: + t, + t; - r > 0. 
l Construction of (i&+1,$+,): let I&+, E iRd+n, t~!+~ E R such that W:+,(j) = 
~,(j)+ui~(j)forl~j~d+n~~+,(d+~+l)=~,andt,~+,=r,+t~.So, 
p’= [(GOJO), ..? (~n-l,t,~-,), ($J;). (w;+,‘t;+,)] 
linearly separates X U (z) and Y. q 
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